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Abstract
Our study is based on the researches to date, which are about the home-based endowment prob-
lems of the elderly in Chinese lineage society.　From the perspective of community care, we consider 
and weigh the necessity of establishing the life security and support network for the elderly from 
rural areas in the lineage-based society of China.　So this time we want to get a general knowledge 
of the status of the relationship between various lineages in the same life sphere through a survey 
about the living conditions of the elderly from Gangquan Qu in southern region of Fujian province, 
China. Meanwhile, we try to make it clear that which kind of life problem（welfare needs）the elderly 
of the lineage have, who want to create a safe and comfortable life by themselves.　It is used as the 
basis to do a research for exploring how to establish and support the promotion of an elderly-support 
network in the lineage society.
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４） 李大宏　沈汝発： 者 http://ww.agri.com.cn/ 
population/３５０５０５１０４０００.htm
５） http://ww.agri.com.cn/population/ 
３５０５０５１０４０００.htm 筆者により翻訳。
６） 牧里毎冶（２００９）『精神保健福祉士・社会福祉
士養成基礎セミナー　地域福祉論』p１９６
７） http://ww.agri.com.cn/population/ 
３５０５０５１０４０００.htm 朱慶芳著　筆者により翻訳。
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